
No more residual odor, Smoke and
Oil Splatter Infrared Eco Grill ZAIGLE

1500W 710W

Meat dish Seafood dish Oven baked food Vegetable dish Grilled Skewers

Stronger power and keeping warm
function (high, low level)

Left and right movement with the silver 
handle!

Faster and non-burning cooking is possible. When cooking or tasting, the upper heating unit can be move to left or
right-side for convenience. 

High-quality heat-resistant coating for safety and easy cleaning

Round roasting pan, square stir-frying pan & double pan for
roasting and stir-frying! With 3 popular pans, enjoy various grilled,
stir-fried and oven-cooked dishes!

Square frying
pan Double pan Round Grill

pan

Exterior high-quality heat-resistant 
coating

3 Popular pans

ZAIGLE Pro

www.zaigle.com

NO more worries about
smell, smoke and oil splash!
NO more worries about
smell, smoke and oil splash!
Upper head movable silver handle, powerful fire control function
and 3 popular pans! Safer, faster and more convenient
with premium heat-resistant coatings! 2018 ZAIGLE Premium
New product, ZAIGLE Pro!

Left/right movement function of upper part and the silver 

handle for head movement enable easy cooking and tasting. 

The double pan for roasting and stir-frying allows convenient 

use at once! High/low lever function is added to this Premium

Everyday Eco Grill to make cooking simpler and more convenient.

Premium Everyday Eco Grill ZAIGLE!
NO more worries about smell, smoke

and oil splash!

To the
left

To the 
right
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Product : ZAIGLE Pro

Power lever is on the upside for convenient use!Power lever is on the upside for convenient use!

Convenient oil receiver!Convenient oil receiver!

Adjust lever for High and Low stagesAdjust lever for High and Low stages

3 Customized cooking pans of ZAIGLE Pro!3 Customized cooking pans of ZAIGLE Pro!

More convenient with a handle added to the upper
rotating heating unit 
More convenient with a handle added to the upper
rotating heating unit 

Even for indoor cooking

NO more worries about smell,
smoke and oil splash!
Prettier, faster and more convenient ZAIGLE

11 Advantages

ZAIGLE uses the lamp method as affordable as the
fluorescent lamp, leading to low electricity bill. Even when
used for 1 whole hour, the electricity bill will be less 
than 100 Korean won. (Even when used for 1 whole 
month, the electricity bill is less than 3,000 KRW!
(Excluding the progressive tax)Also, it is economically 
efficient compared to energy use with its double heating
from upside and bottom using the radiant heat and 
upper direct heat.

Crispy on the outside because it’s cooked
with infrared just like a charcoal grill!
Moist in the inside! (Taste charcoal grilled
juicy meat!)

Even when cooking the pork belly and
fish indoors, you can enjoy the clean
cookingwithout smell, smoke and oil splash!

Delicious ZAIGLE like a
charcoal grill!

NO more worries about 
smell, smoke and oil splash!

Thawing and cooking at the 
same time!
No more thawing of the frozen ingredients. 
ZAIGLE can do the thawing and cooking at the 
same time! (Easy thawing)

Ingredients are cooked only with their own oil! 
Unnecessary oil is squeezed into the oil receiver!
ZAIGLE can transform soggy fried dishes into a
newly fried crispy dishes without oil!
(No oil is needed)

Removable grill convenient to use and 
clean and a large oil receiver pulled out
in both direction! Easy and Simple! Less
oil splash and meat stickiness makes 
cleaning simple. 

With ZAIGLE! 7 Functions! 
Various easy cooking!
Practical use!
No need to use different cooking utensils 
(electric grill, electric oven, fish grill, microwave 
oven, frying pan, toaster, air fryer) for different 
ingredients. Just use ZAIGLE! Everyday grill 
simple and convenient to use!

Even for indoor cooking!
NO worries on harmful gas!
Clean cooking~

Simple to use, just turn on
the power!
Just turn on the power without pouring 
water or using oil! Easy to use with one 
touch lever, super simple!

Healthy cooking without oil!

ZAIGLE uses the lamp method like fluorescent
lamp instead of oxygen combustion method, 
leading to fresh indoor cooking, less smell, 
smoke, oil splash and nearly no harmful 
gas. With the clan lamp method instead of 
sparking type, clean cooking is possible 
without worrying about harmful gas even 
when air conditioner or heater is on. 
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6 Just clean the grill and 
oil receiver. Easy and 
simple to clean!

ZAIGLE’s well-cooked and less
-burned healthy and fast cooking
method!
ZAIGLE cooks the food with infrared from upside and 
bottom for faster cooking. The food gets cooked like 
boiled meat and browned. No need for long roasting. 
(Don’t burn the food, eat healthy.)

NO MORE one person cooks and 
another eats. The whole family 
can enjoy ZAIGLE including 
housewives.
Even when cooking the pork belly and fish indoors,
you can enjoy the clean cooking without smell, smoke
and oil splash!

Affordable use cost!
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Tel : 02-3665-9192    Fax : 02-3665-9195     E-mail : info@zaigle.com / walterkim@zaigle.com 

Zaigle chanel http://www.zaiglech.com

Website http://www.zaigle.com

Consultation inquiry

HQ : Rm1114, GayangTechnoTown, 217, Heojun-ro, Gangseo-gu, Seoul, KOREA

R&D Center : 290 Anagiro, Gyeyang-gu, Incheon, KOREA

Specification
•Product :  Zaigle Pro •Model Name :  ZG-MR371R•Standard equipments : Body, Round Grill pan(370mm),
   Square Frying pan(310X281mm), Double pan(370mm), Drip tray, Dust cover, Pan supporter, User manual, Quick manual, Recipe guide,
•Optional Components : Cooking tongs •Voltage :  1200W •Material :  Pan-Fluoride coated aluminum, Cooking Tongs-Stainless steel 


